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Old Guy Father recounts the adventures of a guy who, in the autumn of his years—A assortment of
celebrated columns from The Rumpus with brand-new material and never-before-told tales, OG
Father finds Jerry Stahl fighting a terminal disease—discovers his girlfriend is pregnant. Just this
time around he wants to still do it: no heroin, plenty of low-back pain. Once again. He is going to
be considered a father.or at least the pre-autumn—not to mention mortality, sleeplessness, and
the soul-crushing weirdness of preschool drop-offs with parents half his age. Square is the last
frontier.
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Return to his confessional stuff I was fortunate enough to see Jerry execute a live reading at
Stories in LA. His observations about the mundane are unmatched. He's a get better at and if
you're not reading him, it's your reduction! Great, great stuff. Long term Midnight produced me a
fan forever and OG Dad proves that he can still provide the sharpened satirical commentary on
his own life. There's a reason this guy is usually a patron saint of junkie lit. He's a super witty,
hilarious, and humble legend; If you are a dad you'll appreciate this book, and in the event that
you aren't a father ( like me) you'll REALLY be thankful because he tells you how it is. An
endorsement for the pull-out technique by an OG ex-junkie messiah. Reccomended. Vintage
Stahl Back to the confessional, Jerry Stahl delivers a virtually flawless book. Maybe not for the
original value sect (on the other hand, if you're for the reason that camp, you're not reading
Stahl). But for ordinary people who didn't follow a straight path, maybe spent too long in the
wasteland, to misquote Jerry, "Becoming square is the last frontier." This can be the first time I
have literally LOL'd while reading a novel in my own life. one of is own best Not only wildly
funny, but also poignant. He also has a good love of life plus some real crazy suggestions.. Jerry
Stahl is the kind of writer which makes you feel as if you know him, like it's among your old
friends letting you know war stories. Actually if he's gone direct, his under no circumstances
surrenders his weird. Although I'm a big lover of his fiction ( Bad Sex on Rate, Painkillers, I, Fatty,
etc) I'm pleased to see him go back to his confessional stuff. Five Stars Bought this for my
husband, and he LOVES it. Another great collection of tales from the literary Dark Prince Another
great collection of stories from the literary Dark Prince. A must browse for all potential dads!
These stories mix the style and humor that people love and expect from Stahl however theses
tales show a recently sprouted sweetness that your author's relationship along with his newborn
appears to have sparked. The little bit about the pinhead. Jerry Stahl manages to comment on
many of the problems facing parents and everyone in present day America.If you are searching
for good humor, Jerry Stahl delivers in OG Dad. Jerry is wickedly insightful and funny, as usual
Jerry is wickedly insightful and funny, while usual. if you ever get a opportunity to see him
execute a reading, proceed. Jerry has consistently proved great function on the level of George
Saunders and Terry Southern. It was a hoot! Old Guy Father: Weird Shit Happens When You Don't
Die Young I want to thank Jerry Stahl, author (and Old Guy Father) and Goodreads First
Giveaways for the copy of OG Dad: Weird Shit Happens when You Don't Die Young that I won in
the Giveaway.His ruminations on climate change place the problem squarely where it belongs,
in front of our faces. His stage for view is unique from first being an older guy when he became a
Dad for the second period and second from his Jewish history and years of drug and alcohol use
and recovery..His instincts of what's important for his little girl when it found a physician telling
him and his wife that their girl was not conference normal milepost was to locate a new doctor.
Being truly a unique specific he will need to have realized that all kids from birth and before are
unique and develop in at a rate that is right for each child. I can bottom this in forty-three years
as a preschool educator and the many children that exceeded through my classrooms and
programs, plus the degree I hold in child advancement and the ninety hours of graduate
research on the subject. OG Dad is not a book to foundation your son or daughter's
developmental ideas upon but it is highly entertaining with lots of insight from the viewpoint of
an adult caring dad that loves his kid.
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